
School Report 2023-2024 
 

"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."  

Workshops and seminars attended by Teachers. 
8th July:”STEAM”Curriculum Mapping Workshop. 
The workshop centered around the STEAM concept, its framework, and the integration of skills and 
Sustainable Development Goals.The workshop successfully achieved its objectives, providing 
participants with valuable insights into STEAM, its framework, and the integration of skills and 
SDGs. The enthusiastic participation and positive feedback indicate a growing interest in 
incorporating STEAM education for a more holistic and sustainable learning experience. 
 
15 July: SFA Refresher Course. 
"Skills for Adolescence" (SFA) by Lions Quest. This course is designed to rejuvenate teachers and 
help them understand the concept of SFA clearly, specifically targeting adolescence-related skills and 
issues.Skills for Adolescence is a comprehensive program that aims to promote social and emotional 
learning (SEL) among young people. It equips students with essential life skills, including decision-
making, communication, problem-solving, empathy, and resisting peer pressure, among others. By 
developing these skills, adolescents can navigate challenges, build healthy relationships, and make 
positive life choices. 
 
17 to 19 July Tan 90 Training 
Tinkering labs are innovative spaces within educational institutions that encourage hands-on learning, 
creativity, and problem-solving. These labs typically provide students with access to various tools, 
materials, and technologies to explore and experiment with STEAM concepts actively. 
During the training, teachers were likely exposed to a range of STEAM-based experiments and 
activities.The primary objective of this training was to engage students in STEAM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics) activities. The training focused on showcasing and 
performing various types of experiments to enhance teachers' skills and enable them to set up 
tinkering labs in their respective schools. 
 
20th December:- Teacher Training Program. 
 The Teacher Training Program held at Anjuman-I-Islam's CST in Mumbai was a collaborative effort 
supported by Aramco and executed by WOSCA. The primary aim was to enhance the professional 
development of educators and equip them with modern teaching methodologies and tools.The training 
was attended by dedicated educators committed to advancing their teaching skills:Mrs. Shaikh Aeenaz 
Mohammed Ishaque and Ms. Sayed Sana. 
 
21st December:-Online workshop for teachers on mathematics. 
Online workshop for teachers on mathematics teaching aid attended by Ms. Shaikh Aeenaz 
Mohammed Ishaque on 21st dec, 2023.The Mathematics Teaching Aid Workshop aimed to enhance 
educators' skills in creating effective teaching aids. Participants engaged in hands-on activities, 
crafting visually engaging materials to simplify complex concepts. The workshop fostered 
collaboration and creativity, empowering teachers with innovative tools to make math more accessible 



and enjoyable for students. Overall, it was a dynamic session fostering practical strategies for 
impactful math education. 
 

Workshop attended by Students. 
June 21:Avanti Foundation. 
Opening workshop  was conducted by  Avanti Foundation for the 8th-grade students! The workshop  
focused on fostering critical thinking skills, building confidence, developing a unique identity, 
cultivating courage, and empowering the students to raise their voices and advocate for themselves. It 
laid emphasis on recognizing and challenging gender stereotypes as well as nurturing leadership 
qualities. 
 
June 26:Summer Naturally 
Summer Naturally, organized by the AT Quest Mentoring group, provided students from 5th to 10th 
grade with a comprehensive exploration of activities and outcomes. The program took place from 
March 24th to April 27th and focused on raising awareness about Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) 14 and 15.At the end of the program, based on the students' involvement and performance, 
eight winners were selected from classes 5th to 10th. This recognition would have been a great source 
of motivation and encouragement for the winners. 
Students who were awarded by Summer Naturally for their outstanding performance! Here is the list 
of students and their respective positions: 
Zainab Makhnojiya - 1st place from std 7 
Ansari Jannatul Basheera - 2nd place from std 7 
Multani Sara - 1st place from std 6 
Zainab Irfan Ahmed - 2nd place from std 6 
Khan Rida Azam - 1st place from std 8 
Sayyed Zoya Asif - 3rd place from std 8 
Shaikh Saima Sarfaraz - 2nd place from std 8 
These students have demonstrated exceptional performance during the Summer Naturally program. 
They should be proud of their achievements. 
 
3rd August:-Session on Climate Change. 
 environmental NGO, Vanashakti hosted a session on Climate change for the students of Grade 8. The 
event aimed to raise awareness about the pressing issue of climate change and inspire students to take 
action for a sustainable future.The session covered the following topics: 
1) climate change : cause, effects and impacts 
2) Global warming : cause , effects and impacts. 
The session on climate change was both informative and motivating.The session empowered students 
to take tangible actions in their daily lives. 
 
9th September :-Workshop by Junoon organized by Barefoot Edu. Foundation  
We are delighted to report the remarkable success of Anjuman-I-Islam's Begum Sharifa Kalsekar 
English High School at Junoon 12.0, an event organized by the Barefoot Edu. Foundation on 
September 9, 2023. Our Grade VII and Std VIII students have secured the coveted third position in 
this prestigious competition, surpassing competition from more than 45 schools representing 8 cities. 



The core focus of our project, 'Mathemagician,' is to address and eradicate Mathematics Anxiety 
among students. We understand that many students find mathematics to be a daunting subject, and our 
dedicated team is committed to changing this perception. 
 
22nd September:-Guest Lecture from our Alumni. 
Our school's auditorium buzzed with excitement as seven accomplished alumni professionals, hailing 
from different batches and diverse professional backgrounds, returned to their alma mater. Addressing 
a captivated audience of 9th and 10th graders, they shared their awe-inspiring journeys and offered 
invaluable advice for the forthcoming generation: to dream, to dare and to become . It was a 
heartwarming home-coming of BSK's once tinie-tiny students, being the present faces of the school's 
glory, in this alumni event that truly stood as a trailblazer. 
 
 
10th October:-"Empowering Minds: Deloitte Volunteers Inspire Critical Thinkers at our school. 
 Deloitte's incredible team of around 30 volunteers recently conducted a dynamic session on Critical 
Thinking for our bright students of Std 7 and 8.During this engaging session, they covered essential 
aspects of critical thinking, including distinguishing between facts and opinions, delving into Bloom's 
Taxonomy, and nurturing divergent thinking skills among our students. 
 
24th December:-Health Education Seminar 
Seminar conducted by two teachers on Safe and Nutritious Food Project of FSSAI for 7th Standard 
students.focused on promoting safe and nutritious food among students. Teachers presented the 
importance of balanced diets, highlighting the benefits for growth, development, and immunity. 
Discussions covered malnutrition, its signs, and symptoms, aiming to raise awareness and establish 
health and wellness teams in schools. Interactive activities engaged students, with feedback collected 
for improvement. The program's effectiveness warrants future repetition to continue educating 
students and fostering a healthy society. 
 
January:-Workshop on Cyber awareness 
Deloitte's team had an insightful session on cyber awareness at Anjuman I Islam's BSK High School, 
focusing on the digital safety of students in grades 8, 9, and 10.  Key highlights included 
understanding the internet, managing digital connections, and being aware of cyber risks. With 
October being Cyber Security Month, students also delved into topics like online gaming threats, 
netiquettes, and essential tips for self-protection 
 
12th-23 January:-Pariksha Par Charcha 2024 
The Department of Education issued a circular regarding "Pariksha Par Charcha 2024," with a 
specified timeline for activities to be conducted in schools. Our school actively participated in this 
initiative from January 12th to January 23rd.It emphasized the importance of stress-free examinations 
and encouraged innovative approaches to help students manage exam-related anxiety.  
 

Co-curricular activities of school. 
July 6:Investiture Ceremony 
Investiture Ceremony held at Anjuman I Islam’s Begum Sharifa Kalsekar Girls’ English High School 
marked the inauguration of the new Student Council for the academic session 2023-2024.The event 
began with a procession as the new council members marched up the aisle.The ceremony concluded 



with the students taking the pledge of Loyalty, Truth, and Honour.The ceremony aims to inspire 
students to take up their leadership roles responsibly, promote a sense of discipline, and foster a 
positive school culture. 
 
10th to 14th July:Eye Camp 
A week's  camp from 10th July to 14 July for eye testing is organised in our School  by Ratna Nidhi 
foundation for the students of Std 5th to 10th. Students with low vision will be provided spectacles by  
the organisation. Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust's Vision 1 million project and their collaboration with 
the Essilor Vision Foundation. The project's objective of providing free customized prescribed glasses 
to 1 million students and people in rural and urban areas of Maharashtra is commendable. 
 
12th September:-STEAM Lab Inauguration 
STEAM Lab We are pleased to announce the inauguration of our much-anticipated STEAM 
laboratory, graced by the presence of our esteemed Hon'ble President Sir, Dr. Zahir I. Kazi and 
distinguished well-wishers on 12th September' 2023.Our STEAM lab stands as the cornerstone of our 
MIT-inspired "Full STEAM Ahead" program, aligning seamlessly with the principles of NEP 2020. 
The Hon'ble President engaged personally with our dedicated staff and diligent students, witnessing 
the transformative power of STEAM-based education.Furthermore, the event featured insightful 
reflections from both our students and esteemed educators, shedding light on the significance of this 
monumental occasion.  
 
11th September:-Grandparents day 
Grandparent day celebrated on department circular 
Grandparents play such an important role in many people's lives. Celebrating Grandparent's Day is a 
wonderful way to show appreciation and honor the wisdom, love, and guidance they provide. 
 
14th September:-Hindi Diwas 
To cultivate a deep appreciation for our National Language, the Hindi teachers collaborated with 
students from grades 7 to 10 to commemorate Hindi Diwas at the school. The event featured a diverse 
range of activities, including melodious songs, captivating Mono-Acting performances, energetic 
dances, and engaging quizzes. This vibrant celebration not only honored the essence of Hindi Diwas 
but also motivated students to embrace and foster a genuine enthusiasm for the Hindi language, 
encouraging them to explore its richness and beauty. 
 
27th September:-RTI day Celebration 
Right to Information (RTI) Day was celebrated with the fundamental right of citizens to access 
information held by public authorities. It's a significant day to promote transparency and 
accountability in governance. 
 
25th November:-Children's Day celebration. 
Our school celebrated Children's Day with immense joy and enthusiasm, creating a memorable and 
enjoyable day for all involved.The event was a resounding success as the school's young talents, 
affectionately referred to as our "little stars," brought an abundance of joy and laughter to the day's 
festivities. The occasion was marked by engaging and entertaining activities, fun games, and a special 
program designed to celebrate the spirit of childhood. 
 
29th December:-Sports Day. 



The Girls Board of Anjuman-I-Islam hosted a vibrant Sports Day celebration on December 29th at the 
University Ground. The event was marked by enthusiastic displays, exhilarating heats, and a spirited 
balloon release. The atmosphere was charged with energy and fervor as participants engaged in 
various sporting activities, showcasing their athleticism and team spirit. 
 
Robotics & AI 
As encourage kids to think creatively, to build and design solutions to real-world problems school 
started Robotics Classes in collaboration with HAPPY MONGO FOUNDATION with an aim to 
include interactive approach for learning STEAM principles by allowing them to build their own 
'robots'.Module include 15 session on Robotics programming and 15 sessions on AI. 
Batch of 33 students participated and attending the session. 
 
26th January:-Republic day 
Our school celebrated Republic Day with fervor and patriotism. Students participated in flag hoisting 
ceremonies, cultural performances, and patriotic songs. Speeches highlighted the importance of the 
Indian Constitution and the values of unity in diversity. The event showcased the spirit of national 
pride and commitment to the ideals of democracy. 
 
23rd February:-Founder's Day  
"Celebrating Founder's Day at our school. A day filled with creativity: card making, poster designing, 
badge crafting, and more! Let's honour our institution's legacy together.  
 
23rd &24th February:-Boot camp 
 
 
 
 
Math Around Us Celebration At BSK 
7th March was an incredible day exploring the magic of mathematics! From captivating 
exhibits to interactive models, thrilling games, and engaging mono acting, students delved 
into the world of numbers and discovered their significance in their daily lives. 
 
 

Inter school activities  
27th June:-Indian Talent Olympiad, receiving 'Golden School Award'. 
Bukhari Mayasarah (STD 5): 7th rank in State-level English. 
Nathani Nida (STD 8): 9th rank in State-level English. 
Excellence Award: Shaikh Zunairah Amir (STD 5), Manasiya Rida Fatema (STD 8), Qureshi Sugra 
(STD 8) for Indian Talent Olympiad.Among Top 100 Schools nationwide for Indian Talent 
Olympiad, receiving 'Golden School Award'80 students participated from our school, showcasing 

dedication and enthusiasm. 
 
17 July:Kids for Tigers. 
Our school students made us proud  at the 'Save the Tiger' event held at Tata Theatre, NCPA, 
Nariman Point.Shaikh Farheen of Std 7 won 1st prize in the Poster Making Competition! The event 
aimed to conserve wildlife and had participants from 28 schools across Mumbai. Our 52 talented 



students took part in engaging activities like Nature Photography Workshop, Nature Trail, Face 
Painting, Wildlife Film Screening, and more, all centered around the theme 'An Animal in a Tiger 
Habitat.' 
 
13th September:- District level Wrestling competition 
Shaikh Sumaira of Class 10 secured 2nd place in wrestling at the district-level championship held at 
Central Matunga. Her exceptional performance reflects dedication and skill, bringing honor to our 
institution. 
 
21st September:-Daryaaft 2023 - Inter-school Quizathon for Teachers. 
Our School has secured the prestigious 1st Prize at Daryaaft 2023 - Inter-school Quizathon for 
Teachers. This victory is exceptional as it marked the first time our teachers took center stage, 
emphasizing the power of collaborative learning.The teachers' remarkable achievement in clinching 
the top position was a unique experience that united educators from various schools to share their 
learning journeys. 
 
5th October:-National Wildlife Week  
Vanashakti, an NGO dedicated to environmental conservation, organized a poster competition at our 
school premises on October 5th to commemorate National Wildlife Week. The event showcased the 
creative talents of students from Std 7 and 8, who passionately expressed their artistic skills through 
remarkable posters depicting themes related to wildlife and conservation. 
Results: 
1st Prize: Ansari Jasmin (Grade 8) - Awarded the prestigious 1st prize for an outstanding poster 
demonstrating creativity and depth in the portrayal of wildlife conservation. 
2nd Prize: Aisha Alam Qureshi (Grade 7) - Secured the 2nd prize for her visually captivating and 
impactful poster highlighting the significance of preserving wildlife. 
3rd Prize: Shaikh Iqra Amjad (Grade 7) - Recognized with the 3rd prize for a thought-provoking and 
skillfully crafted poster that conveyed the essence of wildlife protection. 
Consolation Prize: Ansari Farzeen Shebaz (Grade 7) - Awarded a consolation prize for her 
commendable effort and artistic expression in the poster competition. 
 
1st October:-State Level Abacus Competition. 
IPA Maharashtra State Level Abacus and Speed Arithmetic Competition 2023 at Children's Academy, 
Kandivili.Where in Nidah Fatema Nathani secured the 3rd Rank in level 11 of abacus. 
 
14th November:-All India Urdu Conference- State Level Urdu Drama Competition in Solapur. 
Our school has taken the spotlight at the All India Urdu Conference- State Level Urdu Drama 
Competition in Solapur.We're ecstatic to share that our brilliant students secured the 1sr Prize for 
both Best Play and Best Direction, dazzling the stage with their phenomenal performance in "Point of 
Return."In the midst of fierce competition from 16 schools across Maharashtra - Mumbai, Solapur, 
Bhiwandi, Pune, and Ichalkaranji, our school emerged victorious, showcasing unparalleled talent and 
dedication.  
 
 4th December:-Silver zone Olympaids 
SilverZone Foundation, organized and conductd international Olympiads in various subjects. These 
Olympiads are aimed at assessing and enhancing students' academic levels and preparing them for 
competitive examinations. Conducting Olympiads in different subjects provides students with an 
opportunity to showcase their knowledge and skills on an international platform while also fostering 



healthy competition and academic excellence. Such initiatives can significantly contribute to the 
overall educational development of students by challenging them and encouraging them to strive for 
excellence in their chosen fields.Results are yet to be declared 
 
4th December:-Star Education Award  
We're thrilled to announce that our Headmistress, Ms. Fauzia Ansari, has been honoured with the 
Exceptional Principal Award by the Private Schools Principal Association at Sydenham College on 
December 2nd. Her unwavering commitment and exemplary leadership in the field of education have 
been recognized on this prestigious platform.Adding to this remarkable achievement, Md Fauzia 
Ansari was also bestowed with the Star Education Award in the Best Principal category, organized by 
ESFE in collaboration with the Government of Maharashtra and the Education Department on 4th 
December' 2023 at MMRDA grounds, BKC. This dual recognition is a testament to her dedication 
and outstanding contributions to the educational landscape. 
 
10th December 2023:- National Mathematics Day 
On the occasion of National Mathematics Day 2023 celebration ,Nehru Science Centre organised a 3 
day programme for teachers in which Miss Sana Sayed won the 3rd prize in Online Quiz 
 
14&15 December:-DSO kickboxing 
Our school showcased an exemplary performance at the DSO Kickboxing Competition held in 
Mumbai City. The school's kickboxing team, comprising skilled athletes, exhibited remarkable 
prowess and dedication, securing significant rankings in their respective weight categories. 
Results:Choudhary Tasneem (-65kg) - Achieved a commendable 1st place. 
Khan Humera (-40kg) - Secured  2nd place. 
Shaikh Nazreen (-35kg) - Demonstrated excellence with a 2nd-place finish. 
Zainab Idrishi MK (-50kg) - Showed remarkable skills and earned a well-deserved 2nd place. 
Uzma Shaikh (-50kg) - Displayed exceptional determination, clinching the 3rd place. 
 
6th December:-Jashn-E-Khilafat interschool seminar 
The Jashn-E-Khilafat interschool seminar focused on the theme "Khilafat Movement as a Symbol of 
Hindu-Muslim Unity," aiming to promote historical awareness and dialogue among students. Umme 
Hani Ansari and Atlaswala Habiba received the 3rd prize, acknowledging their dedication, strong 
research skills, and effective presentation in highlighting the significance of the Khilafat Movement 
for communal harmony. 
 
9th December:-Elocution competition at Nehru Science Center. 
The Aeronautical Society of India's Mumbai branch celebrated the momentous occasion of JRD's 
First Flight Aviation Day 2023 at Nehru Science Center, marking the 91st anniversary of India's 
inaugural flight on October 15, 1932. The event brought together 17 schools to commemorate this 
historic milestone in aviation history.Mubashshirah Bukhari our student exhibited exceptional 
oratory skills and eloquence, securing the coveted 1st place in the elocution competition amidst stiff 
competition from participants of other esteemed schools. 
 
10th December:-The ARAMCO LIFE LAB Science Program 
The ARAMCO LIFE LAB Science Program Teacher Training was conducted at Anjuman-I-Islam's 
CST in Mumbai. The initiative was supported by ARAMCO and implemented by WOSCA.The 
ARAMCO LIFE LAB Science Program Teacher Training at Anjuman-I-Islam's CST in Mumbai was 
a collaborative effort that aimed to elevate science education standards. The engaged participation of 



teachers and the support from ARAMCO underscore the success of this initiative in contributing to 
the professional development of educators.Mrs. Shaikh Aeenaz Mohammed Ishaque and Ms. Sayed 
Sana expressed positive feedback regarding the program's content and its potential impact on their 
teaching methods. 
The project involved creating a zine to enhance communication and tech skills. Led by teacher Neeha 
Ghalib Dhansey, students, including Butt Aliza Rafiq and Shaikh Laiba Usman, collaborated on the 
drive, donating food, clothes, and stationery, winning recognition for their impactful efforts. 
 
21st December :-Junoon competition. 
45 schools passionately engaged in the Junoon competition, wherein our school AeroAlchemy project 
took center stage. Amidst fierce competition, the remarkable team clinched the 1st Place, showcasing 
their exceptional skills and dedication  through science concepts,  by demonstrating air pressure 
through engaging experiments like lifting a tray with a glass and using a balloon to lift a bottle. Under 
the guidance of the stellar Mrs. Shaikh Aeenaz Mohammed Ishaque. 
 
December:-District level Teakwondo competition. 
Khan Tasmiya from 9th standard, achieved a remarkable feat by securing a Silver Medal in the 
District Taekwondo Championship held in Dharavi. Her outstanding performance in the 
championship stands as a testament to her individual excellence and exceptional skill in the sport of 
Taekwondo.Competing against skilled opponents from various schools across the district, Khan 
Tasmiya displayed remarkable determination, technique, and sportsmanship throughout the 
tournament 
 
 5th and 7thDecember:-Founder's Day week. 
To commemorate Mohammad Ali Jauhar's birthday, the All India Khilafat Committee College of 
Education organised competitions during their Founder's Day week on December 5th and 7th. Our 
students participated in Quiz, Essay Writing, and Seminar competitions,Bakhtawar Qureshi, Zoya 
Javed Khan, and Khan Faaza secured 3rd place in the Quiz Competition from Std X. Atlaswala 
Habiba and Ansari Umme Hani secured 3rd place in Seminar (PPT) competition. 
 
11 December:-Free Press Journal's Mumbai Schools Survey 2023 
OurSchool proudly secures recognition in Free Press Journal's Mumbai Schools Survey 2023 
Outstanding List for: Learning and Curriculum Excellence:Acknowledged for crafting a 
comprehensive and enriching curriculum, emphasizing holistic education beyond textbooks. 
Tech-Savvy Teaching:Recognized for leveraging technology as a powerful tool for effective teaching, 
empowering students to excel in the digital age.These accolades affirm the school's dedication to 
educational excellence, innovative curriculum, and embracing technology for an enhanced learning 
experience. 
 
1st January:-E/F South Ward Level Science Exhibition 
The E/F South Ward Level Science Exhibition held at Saint Anthony's High School was a remarkable 
event, illuminating the impressive talents and creativity of participating students. Notably, the school 
achieved two prestigious awards: 
First Prize (Junior Group):The winning project, the "Smart Blind Stick," stood out for its 
exceptional innovation, offering a practical solution for visually impaired individuals. This project not 
only demonstrated ingenuity but also addressed a real-world need with sophistication. 
Second Prize (Junior Group) - Teachers Teaching Aid:Tabassum Miss and Insha Miss claimed the 
second prize for their inventive teaching aid. Their project showcased creative methodologies aimed 



at enhancing the classroom learning experience. This accomplishment reflects their dedication to 
innovative teaching approaches and resourcefulness. 
 
6thJanuary:-14th January Urdu Fair. 
Affiliated with Anjuman I Islam, proudly presented its innovative MIT-inspired STEAM UP program 
at the 26th Urdu Kitab Mela held at BKC on Saturday, January 6th. The event aimed to unlock 
student potential through a focus on science, technology, engineering, arts, and mathematics 
(STEAM). 
 
12 January:-Collaboration with Barefoot Education Centre and ATLAS SkillTech University. 
School recently joined hands with Barefoot Education Centre and ATLAS SkillTech University for an 
exciting collaboration. Together, they discussed important topics like fighting poverty, building strong 
institutions, and supporting gender empowerment through finance.The discussions were part of their 
preparation for the United Nations CSW 68, happening in March 2024. This global event brings 
together people from diverse backgrounds to talk about crucial issues. The students' insights aligned 
with the main theme of the CSW 68 – focusing on poverty, strong institutions, and finance for gender 
empowerment.Representatives from various backgrounds will gather at the UN Headquarters in New 
York from March 11 to 22, 2024, contributing to this significant session. The collaboration reflects a 
shared dedication to creating positive change on a global scale. 
 
January:-Inter school R. S. P Competition at zonal level 
Competing against 15 prestigious schools in the South Zone,our school's achievement in the R. S. P 
Competition highlighted the dedication and skill of its students in various sports disciplines. The event 
served as a platform for schools to showcase their athletic abilities, and BSK's 2nd Prize reflected the 
collective effort and talent of the school's sports enthusiasts. 
 
7th July:- State level Kalasparsh competition 
The Raghukul Educational Trust in Dombivali  
held the Kalasparsh 2023 competition on July 7th. Winners included Shaikh Ruheen Zainul Abedin 
(1st place, Kalashree District), Sayed Mariya Md. Salim (Kalaratna State Special Award), Ummihani 
Abdur Rashid (Kalaratna State 3rd Division), Khan Ayesha (Kalaratna State Special Award), and 
Asma Wajid Hamdule (3rd place, Kalashree District). 
 
15th February:- Cricket Match 
Anjuman junior B 

3rd position bronze medal   &Trophy. 
Special performance:- Zainab Ansari. (Women’s of the series. Trophy & Medal) 
Special performance:- star of the match :- Zainab Ansari 
 
Anjuman senior A 
 
Won Govandi cluster Final  
Runner up in inter- cluster Final 
Women of the series in inter - cluster :- Zikra Khan  
Best batter in Govandi cluster :- Zikra Khan 
Best Decipline Team of the Tournament - Anjuman School 
 



Anjuman junior 
 
Best Bowler - Umme Hani  
3rd position in Govandi cluster. 
 
 
Salute to our Eco Warriors: Kids for Tigers Programme 2023-24 At Anjuman BSK 
School, we are proud to have participated in the Kids for Tiger Programme 2023-24, a 
pioneering initiative aimed at nurturing the next generation of environmental stewards. 
Our talented students took part in engaging activities like Nature Photography 
Workshop, Nature Trail, Face Painting, Wildlife Film Screening, and more.By immersing 
themselves in these activities, they not only learned about tigers and their habitat but 
also fostered a deeper connection with nature.Through the Kids for Tiger Programme, 
we  empowered our students to become guardians of the environment and inspired a 
ripple effect of positive change within our school and beyond.. 
 
 
 

Inter Anjuman activities. 
 
9th October :-Inter Anjum PowerPoint competition for teacher's. 
Ms. Aenaz clinched the coveted 1st position in the Science category, while Ms. Farha secured a well-
deserved consolation prize in the Language category. Their presentations were a testament to their 
ingenuity, illuminating complex subjects and making learning an engaging and enjoyable experience 
for all. 
 
2nd February:-Salam Bombay Foundation 
Our student Bukhari Mubashira has been declared as the Student Council President for 1 lakh students 
across India at the Bal Parishad (Annual Day) of Salam Bombay Foundation! Additionally, receiving 
the Inspiring Student Award  
 
14th October:-Microsoft Office competition and Debate Competition. 
Our students participated in the Inter Anjuman Microsoft Office competition and Debate Competition 
held on 14th October and emerged as an inter Anjuman champions!  
Group 1 Ansari Ayesha Edrees STD 8th received 2nd position in Ms Word 
Group 2 Ansari Umme Hani STD 9th received 3rd position in Ms PowerPoint 
Additionally, Qureshi Bakhtawar also had the honor of being recognized as the best debater in 
Debate Competition. 
 
13th January:-Inter Anjuman Competition 
 Our school once again demonstrated  prowess in providing a platform for students to shine in various 
fields, contributing to their overall growth and success.Following are the winners of the competition. 
MONO ACTING COMPETITION 
Group 1: STD 6 Shaikh Insha Rashid shine bright with 1st prize 
Group 2: STD 8 Shaikh Mohsina Moosa 1st Prize 
Group 3:STD 9 Khan Zoha Ishtiyaque secured 3rd Prize 



ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION 
Group 1 : STD 6 Hamdule Asma Wajid 3rd Prize. 
Group 2 :STD 8 Laiba Usman Shaikh 2nd Prize 
Group 3: STD 9 Manasiya Rida 2nd Prize 
ELOCUTION COMPETITION 
Group 1: STD 6 Siddiqui Ayesha Meraj 2nd Prize 
Group 2: STD 8 Shaikh Fatima Imtiyaz Ali   2nd Prize 
Group 3: STD 9 Bukhari Mubasshirah 2nd Prize. 
 

International Activities  
 
23rd October:-MIT J-WEL Connections: Education Frontiers. 
Our Headmistress Fauzia Ansari  spoke at MIT J-WEL Connections: Education Frontiers,.Hosted by 
the renowned Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), the event provided a global platform for 
educators and innovators to exchange groundbreaking ideas in education. Her presentation on 
"Architecting Learning" highlighted the acclaimed MIT-inspired STEAM UP program, emphasizing 
Anjuman I Islam's commitment to collaborative learning, educational excellence, and fostering 
creativity. This event solidified the school's leadership in innovative education, with STEAM UP 
exemplifying their dedication to holistic learning experiences. 
 
International Partnership: Virtual Meet: UK's NLS Students Connect with BSK! 
 An incredible experience unfolded as BSK students virtually connected with our UK partner, North 
Leamington School. They exchanged insights into their school lives, providing a glimpse into a day in 
the lives of students in Mumbai and Leamington. 
 Our partnership with North Leamington School dates back to 2009, and the leadership teams from 
both schools have fostered a strong bond over the years. Together, we've engaged in collaborative 
projects on impactful themes such as climate change, reducing carbon footprints, the historical impact 
of British rule in India, and the exploration of English poets – all in alignment with UN Sustainable 
Development Goals.The dedication of both schools' leadership teams has been instrumental in 
ensuring the sustainability and success of this enduring partnership. We look forward to continuing 
our collaborative efforts and creating more meaningful connections in the future. 
 
 
"Bridging Horizons: U.S. Delegation and Anjuman I Islam Celebrate the Transformative Power of 
MIT Collaboration" Mumbai, January 16, 2024  
 In a monumental stride towards educational innovation, Anjuman I Islam’s Educational Institutes 
have embarked on a transformative journey with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), 
Boston. This ground-breaking collaboration, which was recently brought into the spotlight during the 
visit of the U.S. delegation led by His Excellency, Ambassador Eric Garcetti and Consul General 
Mike Hankey, is revolutionizing education in Anjuman I Islam. Dr. Zahir I. Kazi, the Hon’ble 
President of Anjuman I Islam, provided an overview of the institution's rich 150-year legacy and its 
journey so far. He highlighted the remarkable benefits of the MIT collaboration, particularly in 
enhancing departments like engineering, finance, and K-12 education. As Anjuman-I-Islam marks its 
150th anniversary, it embarks on an unprecedented journey of educational transformation. Anjuman I 
Islam, a beacon of learning and progress since its inception, forged a dynamic collaboration with the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Boston, one of the world's most prestigious universities 



a year ago. The collaboration with MIT centers around the MIT J-WEL program. This initiative 
focuses on empowering educational leaders, students and institutions globally to revolutionize the 
quality of education. The partnership has yielded significant benefits for both students and faculty at 
Anjuman-I-Islam, providing them with access to cutting-edge research, global networking 
opportunities, and innovative educational methodologies. A delegation of six distinguished faculty 
members from Anjuman-I-Islam played a pivotal role in this collaboration. During their visit to MIT, 
Boston they engaged with experts and gained insights into the MIT J-WEL program, laying the 
groundwork for educational endeavours. The faculty members, with their diverse expertise, are 
instrumental in implementing the new initiatives and ensuring the success of this partnership. Under 
the visionary leadership of Dr. Zahir I. Kazi, President of Anjuman I Islam, and the current 
management team, the institute’s collaboration with MIT extends beyond the realms of conventional 
education. This partnership, part of the MIT J-WEL initiative, is reshaping not just the Artificial 
Intelligence and STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics) curriculum but 
is also making significant strides in departments like Engineering, Finance, Management Studies, and 
Pharmacy and K 12 Department . This multifaceted collaboration is set to redefine educational 
standards across various disciplines. The U.S. delegation's visit illuminated the depth of this 
collaboration. A round table discussion with the management and Anjuman’s core team of 6 faculty 
members who have initiated MIT inspired various programmes at different institutes showcased a 
commitment to absorbing and implementing global educational best practices. Faculty members 
shared insights from their engagements with MIT experts, highlighting the transfer of innovative 
methodologies to their respective fields. The delegation was captivated by an exhibit of student 
projects in Artificial Intelligence and Robotics. These projects – prototypes, apps, and websites – were 
not just a display of technical skill but a testament to the practical application of an education enriched 
by MIT's influence. This segment of the visit underscored the institute’'s commitment to nurturing 
creativity and innovation among its students. The visit concluded with the delegation observing MIT-
inspired STEAM and Artificial Intelligence lessons in grade six classrooms. This part of the tour 
provided a glimpse into how theoretical knowledge is being translated into practical skills, preparing 
students for the challenges of a rapidly evolving, technology-driven world. This collaboration marks a 
new era for Anjuman-I-Islam's Educational Institutions. It promises to provide a unique platform for 
students and faculty to engage with a world-class institution. The initiative aligns with Anjuman-I-
Islam's mission to create global graduates who possess a blend of technical skills, critical thinking, 
and creative problem-solving abilities. As Anjuman I Islam marks its sesquicentennial, its 
collaboration with MIT is not merely a milestone but a visionary leap, intertwining a rich heritage 
with the forefront of educational innovation. This alliance is a testament to a future where education 
transcends traditional boundaries, fostering a new cadre of leaders and innovators. It symbolizes a 
commitment to nurturing minds that are not only well-versed in their legacy but are also equipped to 
sculpt the future, thus positioning Anjuman I Islam as a crucible of global education, shaping 
individuals ready to make impactful contributions to society and the world at large. 
 
 
7th February:- Topical Talk Festival 2024 by the Economists!” INTERNATIONAL 
COLLABORATION. 
Our students shone bright at the Topical Talk Festival 2024, with 24 outstanding participants diving 
into discussions on AI's impact on the future of work and education. Guided by Mrs. Tasneem Shaikh 
and Mrs. Farah Shaikh, our girls showcased their intellectual prowess on a global stage, engaging 
with 100 classes Schools hailing from  16 countries Croatia, Egypt, Ghana, India, Romania, the UK, 
and beyond joined forces!Led by Katie Campbell.The festival sparked dynamic conversations 
featuring experts like Daniel Hulme and Srinivas Rowdur, where our students actively contributed 



with 300 comments and questions. An inspiring showcase of global collaboration and knowledge-
sharing in the digital  
 
6th February:- Annual Day 
The event was a splendid showcase of talent across various levels - from inter-school to 
international.Highlights included mesmerizing performances like the welcome song, choral recitation, 
a tableau, and a musical display, reflecting our students' diverse talents along with prize distribution. 
 
3rd February:-Junoon 14 Virtual Showcase: Empowerment through Expression, Art, Advocacy, and 
Action. The theme encourages students to explore empowerment within themselves and advocate 
through various mediums – visual art, performing art, prose, and poetry. The focus for the Performing 
Art category is on Junoon TED Talks, where students select a topic inspired by current events, create 
a unique story related to their school community or environment, and produce a video to convey their 
message. The essence of Junoon lies in recognizing voices, raising awareness, and uniting for 
collective action.Nathani Nidha Fatema  
secured 2nd prize under the incharge ship of Ms.Aeenax Shaikh 
 
3rd February:-Junoon 14 showcased young talent under the theme "Empowerment through 
Expression, Art Advocacy, and Action." The event encouraged students to explore their inner strength 
for empowerment, advocating through various mediums like visual art, performing art, prose, and 
poetry. The Virtual Art category, titled "Makers Lab - Science is Fun," highlighted students applying 
science skills learned in classrooms to invent solutions addressing real-life problems and contributing 
to a better world. 
Virtual Art Makers lab (middle school) Siddiqui Afiya, Hemani sakina,Noorani Zehra, Vadgama 
haniya secured 3rd Prize. 
 
15th February:-School's Cricket Achievements: 
Anjuman Senior A Team: Runner-up in Inter-cluster Final. 
Woman of the series: Zikra Khan. 
Best lady batsman in Govandi cluster: Zikra Khan. 
Best Disciplined Team of the Tournament. 
Anjuman Junior Team: Best Bowler - Umme Hani. 
Anjuman Junior B Team: Secured 3rd position, won Bronze Medal & Trophy. 
Special Performances: 
Zainab Ansari: Woman of the Series with Trophy & Medal. 
Zainab Ansari: Star of the Match. 
Rising stars pave the way for a bright future in cricket. 
 
2nd February:-Winners of the Painting contest  
It was held at Nehru Science Centre Mumbai on the occasion of Marathi Malayalam Ethnic Fest.Our 
student Ansari Aisha Siddiqua secured 3rd position. 
 
 
International Topical Talk Session 2 by The Economist : Exclusive Live Lesson Explores Gender 
Equality; a global perspective 

Renowned media figures Luba Kassova and Sarah Collinson hosted a groundbreaking live 
session on February 28th 2024 emphasizing the significance of gender equality in media in the 



Tropical Talk session  held from 3:30 pm to 4:30 pm IST, the event sparked discussions on 
breaking gender barriers and fostering inclusivity. Attended by students worldwide, including 
Mumbai's, Anjuman I Islam’s Begum Sharifa Kalsekar Girls' English School, the session inspired 
advocacy for equal representation. Sara and Luba's expertise ignited a sense of urgency, 
encouraging attendees to challenge stereotypes and champion diversity. With our school leading 
with 269 stars and ranking 4th in Asian countries, the session left a lasting impact, empowering 
participants to advocate for change in media portrayal and employment. 
 
 
 
 
 

"The greatest glory in living lies not in never falling, but in rising every 
time we fall." 
 
 


